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Reverse Auction Website for Domestic Clients Introducing
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
14 JUNE 2016 - YouKwoteMe.com is the only website where People AND Traders can leave feedback rating to Clients.
There are many bad publiticies regarding Cowboy Builders but a matter of fact is that Traders are also subject to many
issues with Clients, so having a place where Clients and Traders can be checked based on past performances and
behaviors is definitely one of the key features of YouKwoteMe.com.
https://www.YouKwoteMe.com is a website aimed at revolutionising the industry by posting the work you need doing
online and Builders or professionals will simply reverse bid on your job forcing them to literally drive down their Kwotes.
As part of the innovation, users can choose to either allow all traders to bid, only approved traders to bid or for traders to
submit realistic quotes for the jobs. Once the auction is completed, the Client will have the option to wait or start with the
works from which both are covered under the YouKwoteMe.com Contract. There also many other tools such as the daily
diary log to record progress, payments made and what its called the Change Request where builders can submit a
change highlighting if there is a additional cost or time for you to simply accept or reject the change.
In addition to that there is the YouKwoteMe.com Disputes Resolution Centre ready to get into action each time there is a
problem to be solved and a third party assessment in needed.
Once the works are completed both the Client and the Trader reward each other using the YouKwoteMe.com Feedback
Rating.
The CEO and founder of YouKwoteMe, said: “I have been working in the Construction Industry all my life and
YouKwoteMe was created to the fact of not having a place where people can post their jobs and traders would simply
look at them and decided if they want to do it or not without the need to pay for leads. All online from a press of a button.
How many times Builders receive calls, go to the site to have a look at the work, want to do it but never knows why he
wasn't selected? How often you are faced with the difficult decision of choosing which Builder to select or when Builders
submit their quotes the difference is so large that you are simply confused and don't really know what to do? With
YouKwoteMe we have simply automated these issues so it simply doesn't happen. It also protects you as the Client and
the Traders saving time and money to both."
YouKwoteMe.com is also based on the pre-Qualification process used on major projects and incorporates the same
concept as eBay but in reverse where all the process can be followed up and tracked from start to job completion.
YouKwoteMe.com is the only webiste where people can:
Pre-Approve Traders
Reverse auction
Select Quotes
Select Traders
Record progress
Accept changes
Built-in Contract
Disputes Resolution Centre
Leave and receive Feedback rating
Save documents online
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